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"MARY HARTMAN, MARY HARTMAN": AN ANALYSIS OF
SATIRE IN THE VIOLATION OF SOAP OPERA STEREOTYPES

INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the most succesfful venture of television's 

"second season" was the appearance of .a non-network broadcast, 

serialized, pseudo-soap opera from the producer of "All In The 

Family," "The Jeffersons," and "Liixde" to mention afew. Norman 

Lear's ,"Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman"- became the hit start of an 

idea rich new television genre.1 The show centers on its title 

character, a tense, complex, blue-collar, small town, American 

consumer, wife, and mother. Such a character may appear at 

first to to tbo trite and too common to all of daytime tele-

vision serials to deserve significant attention, yet Mary's 

tragic state and her approach to life lend a humour to the show 

that is all too often absent in its prototypes. 

Nearly one hundred years ago, Kate Sanborn wrote that 

while the wit of men had long teen a subject for admiration and 

discussion, and was even then growing threadbare, the wit of 

women had Leen almost utterly ignored and unrecognized.2 Woven 

often emerge as the victim of the joke as in the cartoon where 

a man watering his lawn turns to watch a pretty mini-skirted 

young woman walk past. In his distraction, he sprays his wife 

who has teen sitting on the porch. As the presenter of the 

cartoon astutely observed, a fantasy (the desire of married men 

to philander) is presented as a joke and therefore does not 

seriously approach the secret dissatisfaction of the men. Women, 

in contrast, rarely tended to see anything funny in this type 



of joke or cartoon as they understand its underlying meaning 

and true intent all too often finding themselves uncomfortably 

close to the role of the sprayed wife. 3 

The description of the above' cartoon and its intent 

exemplifies woman as victim in the joke. Jessie Bernard has dis-

.cerned that joking and kidding along with playful insult and 

teasing fray involve non-communication, pseudo-communication and 

mis-communication all at the same time.'The woman is a victim 

because she is uncertain of what to believe, from the teaser.. 

When she has finallyí become thoroughly convinced, the joke is 

revealed and• her embarrassment becomes the source of laughter. 

"Mary hartman, Mary Hartman" can be valuable to the 

student of language as it exposes the fo1Lles which have Leen 

conditioned in women. by society and ridicules the culture 'it-

self rather than the product which has been created. An exami-

nation of currently popular television soap operas reveals that 

"I:aiy ëartnan, Lary hartman" defies their conventional form and 

philosophy. The show employs the use.. of humour to support 

arguments and to construct statements which assess American 

society. In the view of this author, it is prec4.sel$r this, de-

fiance of traditional soap opera characterizations which allows 

"Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman" to demonstrate through irony a dis-

respect for stereotypical roles. Lary Lartman is a tragic figure, 

yet she manages to make her audience laugh. 

Prior to the provision of specific examples of stereo-

type violation by "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman," and a close 

.motivational analysis of the character of Mary, it is first 



necessary'to discuss, both the role of humour and the construc-

tion and fùnction of stereotypes in general and as they emerge 

in popular soap operas, as well as to provide background infor-

mation on the show and its intent. 

ROLE OF HUMOUR

Disguised in trivia and nonsénse, jokes may be'used 

to express profound truths and to release inner tensions. The 

joke can be socially constructive as it is a shared experience 

for the participants while serving as a resistance against 

authority and. as an escape from the pressures of social institu-

tions. Comedy serves to uphold as well as resist authority ty 

making atsurd, ridiculous, or laughablewhatever threatens the 

social order.5 All comedy is highly moral as it seeks to unnusk 

vices ty confrontation. Mary confronts the consumer oriented 

soap opera viewer without hostility or derision, she mirrors 

their ovin tehavior to the extreme in order to heighten u rea 

cognition of the power of social order,to emphasize the need 

for change, and contribute to the inaccuracy in assessment of 

the public by media'and advertisers. The ridicules the exagge , 

rated mannerisms of the consumer under pressure to consume in

order to point up weakness in the system. Through. comedy, 

"Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman" exposes the transgressions of 

actions without calling into question the actions thcnselves.

Mary does not alienate her audience by her words and 

actions, rather, she instructs them by bringing their hidden 

conflicts to light through her life. The show is. appealing 



because it is "slightly bent, rough, and unpredictable, with 

the stark quality of real life. Norman Lear, who developed the

series, expressed his gratification about the feedback an the 

show to an interviewer regarding the way the show had succeeded

on two different levels. Those he expected to,take the'show 

seriously as a• soap opera weré able to pick up on the subtle, 

parody parts, while those who were viewing it as a fad were 

actually al-le to become involved with the characters.? The 

spoof on :riddle-American folkways does not go unnoticed cy its 

audience, the very people spoofed. The characterizations of the ' 

consumer, conscious home maker are not meant to degrade, Lut to' 

pose a' probable reality and, in . the, words of head writer-Ann 

i.arcus to 'parody "...how the media presents the A7erican people 

to themselves." 

SOAP OPERA STEREOTYPES

Overgeneralized beliefs which are based on á limited 

set of experiences are termed as stereotypes. These stereotypes

'reflect beliefs atout the personality traits of women and men 

and are widely shared. Stereotypes are, in fact, so widely 

shared, that their assumptions are believed to apply to nearly 

all men and womerq.9 Although based on a core of clear differences, 

sterebtyping-'s' overgeneralizations distort and exaggerate to pro-

duce the thin characterizationsiwhich prevail on many daytime . 

dramas. Women in soap.operas are limited to certain areas of 

endeavor (mainly employment within the -home) and certain behaviors 

in order to comply with assumrtions ¿About woman's "natural role. 



While evidence supports the assertion .that the stereotyIes of 

men are more favorable than those of women; research indicates 

that both men and women tend to Le •evaluated 'negatively when 

they deviate from the expected behavior for their sex.10 Len 

as well as women suffer; alternative concepts to a supportive, . 

nurturant role may be unimagined for women, cut the socializa-

tion of the American male has closed off certain options for, 

him as well.11 Traits such as tenderness, sensitivity and the 

open demonstration of emotions are strongly discouraged for men 

in our society. Soap operas, in general, structure their char-

acters to reflect sex-role stereotypes, yet "Iary rartnun, Lary 

Eartman" poses an interesting exception. Originally planned as 

a "not "very bright beer-drinking slug" who was.not very sensi-

"12hary 'tive and "sort pf a redneck, 's hustand Ton hartnan has 

evolved to transcend the John Wayne-"Father Knows Best" comtina-

tion to emerge. as' a man trapped' by the same societal pressures 

which confine Lary. He has been reduced to a powerless little 

toy as he works on. the assembly line by the same rules and 

regulations that confine Lary to the kitchen.13 'Tom is unable 

to cope with his situation, managing tears, he resents them, 

and his failure to identify the source of his problems 'renders 

him. incapable of helping Lary with hers (as "Father Knows Best") 

or protecting her (as John Wayne) from the outside world. ion's 

attempt to achieve the masculine sex-role stereotype causes him 

an unhappiness which he will neither admit nor confront. Such 

behavior, as it will te discussed later in this paper, presents 

a radical deviation from the soap:opera norm of male lead char-

acterizations. 
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Perhaps it is Tom's desperate failure to actualize 

the stereotype that has attracted equal number of men' and wo-

men viewers to "Nary hartman, Nary Hartman. "i4 Tom does not 

seize the time, he allows himself to be a victim of his 

society. A victim of "performance anxiety", Tom turns to a 

payroll clerk, but their short-lived affair results in venereal 

disease and further problems with Lary. Successful in his bid 

for union election, Tom fails to expose corruption because it 

is too entrenched in•the power system. Although he defies the 

soap opera norm, Tom's victimage deprives his character of 

humour I Nary is comic because she realizes that something is 

wrong, that something Is missing from her environment,,Lut 

unable to make such an assessment Tom tragically allows him-

self to be caught up in societal expectations. 

_ According to a report compiled in 1972 1.y the .I•.ational 

Crganization for Women Nedia Tesk Force, Tom Hartman is a def-

inite exception to the prevailing male lead charadter in soap 

operas. The group surveyed twelve and one-half hours of soap 

opera programming in order to determine the differences in the 

ways in which characterizations of females and mal.s were 

treated. I•:onitoring indicated that males were depicted as

rational, independent, advice-giving professionals (quite un-

like assembly line worker. Tom), while women were portrayed as 

emotional housewives, mothers, or girl friends who sought and 

received advice from males. Women were more often portrayed'as 

as being mentally or emotionally disturbed as compared to men, 



and their problems Were the major focal point of the stor line. 

These problems were found to be almost always related to the 

. women's love'lives, mental' health, or children.15 

Advice seeking is an important part of the ",..ary Fart 

man. Mary i:artman" show, and perhaps the area in which it differs 

most distinctively from the conventional soap opera. Nary has 

identified "communicating" as.her "thing".and is the primary . 

advice giver on the. program. She has even recently volunteered 

with à local help line, and having a special red phone installed

in her kitchen, she dispenses advice while making coffee and 

cleaning counter tops. her younger sister Cathy Shumway and 

neighbor Loretta tiaggers are her close confidants. Mary discusses

her problems with these women, but regardless' of their advice 

she makes a final choice alone, whether it be to serve freeze 

dried instead of regular instant coffee, or to meet Sargeant 

Dennis Foley for an extra-marital relationship. 

The male characters ire not rational, independent 

professionals on "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman", and there have 

ón13 teen two cases of characters experiencing mental or emo-

tional disturbance and both have been male. Lir.eteen year old 

Davey Jessup ,murdered the entire Lombardi family along with 

their-tight chickens and two' goats, and later held I•,ary hostage 

in an abandoned Chinese laundry for a ransom of amnesty and a 

brand new iprsehe Carrera. Lary later attribute& his abberant 

anti-social behavior to low blood sugar. The second disturbed 

person was Eary's Grandfather, A.aymond Larkin, who was arrested 
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as the notorious "Fernwood [Ohio] Flasher. " Grandpa Larkin 

was released with aconditionhl suspended sentence, provided 

he agree to 'treatment by a psychiatric social worker, who was 

a woman. Charlie Haggers, Tom's co-worker at the automotive 

plant and Loretta's husband, is a forty-six Year old man who 

sees no way out of his environnent. Lis hopes hinge on pro-

noting his twenty-three Year old second•wife as a country and 

western singer. Dependent on Loretta; Charlie allows her dreams 

to also become his so that he may share.in her achievements. 

Similiarly, Mary's father George Shumway, who is also employed' 

at the' same automotive plant as the other two men, finds his 

last dream shattered in his unstiiccessful bid for union office. 

Ceorge is the total victim, he has been beaten by ,the system 

a?:d it has left him cynical and bitter. Martha, Lary's mother, 

attempts to remind her husband of his former ambitions, but 

meets with no success. 

Althouth "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman" does conform 

to the traditional portrayal of women employed within the home 

while men work at outside occupations, the conversation patterns 

of the characters differ markedly from the usual preser.t it clay-

time dramas. The I0W task force found that over seventy=five 

percent of the male, conversations had to do with business and 

professional affairs, ;while all of the conversations between . 

females related to, romantic, 'Marital, or family affairs. The 

non-professional status of the tale lead characters on "Lary 

Hartman, Lary lartran" perhaps test explains the absence of 

work related conversations. More accurately, as Tom Hartman

https://affairs.i�
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described his job,"What is there to think about puttirg•two 

screws in .a dome light all day long?" I•:en in the show may work 

 outside the home but the work in which they enrage is uninter 

esting,'únchallenging, and lunworthy of any additional time other 

than that it takes to perform the task itself. Therefore,. male 

conversations are usually'presented as taking place on a break 

or at lunch in the employee cafeteria. Earital problems (or the' 

\ lack Of them as in Charlie's case) predominate, with other 

issues such as alcoholism and homosexuality occasionally R.eing 

presented. 

As Mary Iiartman is the central character of the series, 

there is greater emphasis on her interactions with others. le-

male conversations usually occur in Mary's kitchen and like the 

exchanges between males, are concerned with marital problems.

However, the conversations between  the women stress current 

issues to a greater extent than those of the men with porno-

gaaphÿ in the media, exploitation by morticians, destruction 

of the ozone layer by aerosol propellants, sensitivity traininc., 

and\religion receiving attention and often serving as a theme 

for episodes to come. The popular theme of total dependency by

the married woman on her hiistand is almost totally absent in 

"Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman," another feature that distinguishes

the show from. the traditional soap operas. Charlie depends on 

Loretta as the key to escape his boring routine, Nary pulls Tom

through his crises, Cathy Manages almost instantaneous recovery 

after each broken engagement, and Eartha turns to her daughters 



and more recently, to a neighborhood astrologist for support. 

Extra-marital affairs have consistently been areas 

of attention and emphasis for the soap opera,  as have the con-. 

. sequences of divorce and child custody. As determined by the 

::CW survey, married women whose husbands were shown as having 

love affairs (or who were overly involved to the detriment of 

the marr iaáe) were shown as totally incu able of coping with

the problem. Divorce was often not an alternative to these 

women as they feared losing their (usually r:ale) children, yet 

17 male characters never expressed similiar concerns.

While the area of extra-marital relationships  is

included ir. "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman, " the treatment   offers 

such a radical deviation that it emerpes as humourous. Tom's

af:air with payroll clerk Lae Clinski .did not render kary 

unable to cope with the reality around her: aën ;Lary meets 

Lae she offers to give.Tom tip because she doesn't want him any 

more "and there's no sense in letting him go to waste." When 

Tom changes his mind and decides .to bxeak off the relationship 

with Mae to try to work out his problems with Mary, a forlorn

and lonely Mae takes an overdose of sleeping pills and then

visits Lary, as she considers Mary her only friend. Mary saves

::ae's life by walhinr the much larger woman around. her kitchen, 

makirr coffee, and calling a doctor. Lary advises Lae and then 

arranges a meeting between the woman who would have been por-

trayed as an enemy and rival in a traditional sap opera, and 

her second husi.and, the man Lary feels Mae still loves. 
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AA reverse of the situation, however, nearly c:cstroys 

Tom. Un learnirr: of :.ary's brief affair with Dennis oley, Tom 

first threatens i oley with physical violence, and failing in 

his threat, resorts to excessive drinking. He leaves Mary

claiming he wants a divorce, loses his job as a result of 

drinking While at work, and bungles an attenpt by the 1.acrers 

to f eunite hin with Lary. heather, the iiartman's twelve year 

old dauter, favors divorce so that hOr father will have to 

take her someplace special every Jaturday. :.;he warns he/ r:othe_' 

that if ;:ary doesn't want to end up like Warren Beatty in 

"Shampoo", with no one, she had Lest come to terms.with the sit-

uation. Leather spends most of her time ,at either her grand-

parent's home or with her friend Trudy, and ,does not figure 

sip nificantly as the force which would affect the decision c: 

her parents re^ardinr: divorce. 

,';:ary iiartman, Lary i:artnan" viewers can care for the 

characters in the series as they present a response to the at-

surdities with which viewers are accustored. 'she show examines 

how working class respond to their lives, and dramatizes that 

their responses are motivated by Reader's Digest, Abigail Van

Buren, commercials, and of course, soap operas. Although Mary

and her suprortinr characters do not present the stock one-

dimensional types which have come to te expected from daytime 

television, through their intricate interplays they manage to 

construct a probable reality which emerges as more real than 

realism. "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman" presents people caught

ur in an attempt to achieve appropriate sex-role identities 



and constantly falling short of their goals. 

Louise Lasser, the actress who portrays Lary hartman, 

expresses the motivation of her character as an attempt to 

both identify and deal with human problems, problems which 

would continue to exist even if the way in which men and women 

were brow7ht up was chanced. Lary may be passive and vulnerable, 

but Lasser considers such characteristics as important to any-

one, as an attempt to supress them denies humanity itself. the 

orinion that ' differences between men and women have been stressed

too much contributes to Lasser's rortrayal of Mary:" Its time 

now to discuss the similarities between men and women. there's 

a mart in all, of us that's needy. "18 Lasser's nary exposes the 

myths of American society because she is not assertive in her 

derail of them, Lut chooses instead to aide Ly their rules. 

MARY HARTMAN AS COMIC SURVIVOR

Mary Hartman is a woman who is striving for the im-

i'Cssit'le, tut who will, in the fin31 analysis, survive all of 

the trials which she Meets in hei• life. While her categoriza 

tior1 as a "survivor" nay be denied acknowledgement as truly 

tragic heroism, Lary is still heroic as her success anc failures 

in her attempt to survive present the viewers with insirhts into 

their own strur;gles19Lary is in terrible trouble, even for a 

soap opera.20 A sense of desperation underlies her attempt ,to 

live ;properly, her aprons are spotless, puffy sleeved dresses 

and braids make her look like a small child posing as a clown, 

her intuition is keen although her intelligence is based on 

! ead.er's Direst and iamily Circle. ..ary wants to p-_ ow up, but 
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she has Leen led to Lelrcve that she can only do so by the 

rules, the same:rules which keep her dressed as a child and 

which inhibit the woman from emerging. ¡ child-woman, Lary must 

r row ur•. before she cracks u}ß.21 liaised to i.elieve in the system 

with all its benefits, Lary is still a ~ood little girl .•r}:o 

can't really understand why evcrythin7 is fallinr• apart around 

her.22 She has played by the rules, Lut was never taucht to 

.consider the possibility that she still might lose. Director 

Joan Darling; feels that the character of ;.ary i:artman is some-

one who is "...under total t.ornLardment by everyt'r,in^;...Jhe is 

a cartoon of everyone who bought the system hook, line, and 

sinker and has t: ied to live it."23 In agreement with Larlin 

is a former president of the los An;'eles chatter of ::c:ßg and a' 

currént aide to :;o •roan Lear, ';irginia Cartel. Carter sees in 

i:ary the foislcs anu confusions of someone who is caught up in 

the very fiber of the system, although a:y may be struggling; 

she's part•of what she's struggling against.24 

„ary iiartman's involvement in the system which results 

in her own oppression is even more serious because of her'aLility 

to take everything at face value. 6he has been so effectively 

conditioned by the consumer culture that she. can ask a reporter 

In her home for the first time to gain information on a recently 

murdered family, if 'he _notices any "waxy yellow buildup" on her 

kitchen floor. i.ary buys all the right products, clears and 

scrut.s her' home on,a rigid schedule, takes out library books 

to try to to a more interesting sex partner, works at Leihc"a 

Food wife_and mother by the policies set out by Dr. Joyce Brothers, 
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and waits for happiness to find her .l5 Mary genuinely feels 

inadequate Lecause the bugs aren't always frightened into 

running away by the Laid spray, or Lecause she can't see her 

reflection in the plastic dish detergent container. irser accute 

consumesism has distorted Lary's own perce;tion of herself; 

she is unaware of herself in time and space, so unaware that 

she is saved from being truly tragic, and emerges instead as 

a humourous parody of the proLlems of her situation. Lary is 

Caught ir. trauma, but is determined to survive ir a world ,that 

-ay not be worth st; vivir.g for.27 

CU..Clt SIC zi 

aive and confused, nary 'hartmari manages to avoid 

the characterization of rrost of the popular Soap oyera female 

lead characters because she car not only manage to cope, but

she will survive. Through Lary, the viewing audience can- see 

how they are also caught in a system to which they have cor.-

triluted and continue to support, Lut that responds to, them 

by, relegating then to certain pre-determined role prescribed 

behaviors. Lary confronts her life situation with a. proper 

mixture of strength and vulnerability to prompt audience con-

cern for her out-of-synch life. Conversations between Lary and 

Tom register an emotional impact that is rare in the soap opera.

The artmans are aware that their life expectations have not 

teen realized, and probably will never Le attained. They delie 

conventional soap opera stereotypes in order to examine the 

lives of nen and women who are caught in the pressures of 



trying to achieve societal expectations. she overstatement of 

the situations adds the humour which allow "Lary Hartman, Lary 

hartman" to present the Eiddle-timerican life without mockery 

or derision. Carolyn l.eilly of the San Francisco Commission on

the Status of Women contends that Lary is not offensive to her 

viewers as she embodies the American spirit. The Commission 

adjourns their meetings promptly at 10:30 p_.m. in vide:' to allow 

members sufficient time to arrive home and watch the show.29 

Eary is more than the national .spirit to casser, she see the 

character as the person.ification 'of the post-liberation problems

of American women. Through her portrayal of Mary Hartman, the 

actress hopes to demonstrate that the only real limitations or. 

30 
women are emotional ones. 

"'Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman" shows' the American con-

sume_' what advertisers and the media management think of them. 

As the consumer is generally portrayed as a woman, ;.a:y's satire 

of home maker behavior demonstrates the manipulative intent of 

advertisers. without criticizing; the women who ale led to be-

lieve that they must buy the products in order to have happy, 

successful lives. Lary's unconscious tole in leer own oppression

creates a .poignant sense of the manner .in which pre-determined 

societal expectations condition individuals to forsake initiative 

and oriFirality. Through her distorted and comic reflection o: 

society, and in her defiance 01 accepted soap opera traditlons, 

Eary accurately presents the failings of society. Rather than 

an insult, she is an indicator or the need l'or change. 
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